
Ghost Train



Parapsychologist
ˌper-ə-(ˌ)sī-ˈkä-lə-jist noun

a field of study concerned with the
investigation of evidence for paranormal

psychological phenomena (such as telepathy,
clairvoyance, and psychokinesis)



lil prototype render

name: ????
age: 8
occupation: junior parapsychologist-
in-training
wish: to see a ghost new edition of

BOO! weekly



Synopsis
The game follows an 8-year old
budding parapsychologist who
discovers they can see ghosts
during a long train ride!
They progress through the train by
being kind to the ghosts and
developing relationships with them.
As they get to know more about the
ghosts, they realize something is
different about this particular train
ride...



Embedded Narrative

On waking up you find the new edition of BOO!
Weekly and their subscriber gift meant to help
build any budding parapsychologist’s kit!
The gift is a pair of glasses that lets you see
ghosts!
You get up and explore the train: To pass the
time you help the ghosts by listening to them
and bringing them things of emotional
significance from around the train.
As the story continues and you meet more
ghosts, you realize they all died the same day…
and they don’t answer when you ask them about
their death and all the clocks and newspaper and
everything is frozen to that day 
At the last cart, you find your guardian and there
is a realization that the day of the ghost death is
the same day you got on the train.... And the
goggles never worked....

The child falls asleep on the train with their
guardian.

The train stops and arrives in the afterlife and they
all get off together :)



Core Quest
Shortly after waking and realizing they can
now see ghosts, the child wonders where their
guardian is. They gain the main "Find
Guardian" quest which will be their overall
motivation to keep going through the train
cars.

Have you seen my
guardian?

the child will have dialogue options to
ask the ghosts about their parents but
they will only be ignored or directed
to the next train car



Ghost Stories
Each ghost that the child will interact with will
have their own little story :)
Each cart has a main challenge needed to
unlock he next train car but ghosts will also
have [ mini side quests ] individual emotional
challenges for you to help them with
This may unlock optional areas / rewards which
would appeal to completionist players who want
the option to be further invested in the
narrative

Danny
young ghost child

Missing: his favorite
stuffed animal, made with

love by grandma <3



Tone
empathy / warmth

lightheartedness / silliness

surprise / mystery

Music



Mood Board
Inspiration

Images we
Rendered



The Setting
A Long Train Ride

Outside the
Train

Inside the
Train

Tone Reference:
Hollow Knight

Vintage, red tones



Game Play

learn their story and who they are (fellowship,
narrative)
build your friendship with the ghost by answering
them in a friendly way that shows you are listening
(fellowship, narrative)
give ghosts hugs and gifts found hidden around the
train (discovery)

Talk to Ghosts
1.

2.

3.

Emotional Stamina
Used to talk to ghosts. Refills by visiting self-care cars [
spa or billiards/game lounge ]

Walking Element
Train exploration, moving between cars

Puzzles
Unlock new train car areas with puzzles of some sort

Inventory / Item Usage
Give items to shost or interact with them in different ways
based on iems you pick up



Key Challenges
Design
Key challenges with design mainly revolve
around the structure of the story. Since we are
hoping to move in the direction of a murder
mystery, it is important that all our characters
have solid motivations and interesting back
stories. They also have to be revealed to the
character in a reasonable way no matter what
actions the character takes. This requires a
complicated web of dialogue options (if we
choose to do a dialogue based game) or
interactive elements. It’s probably gonna be a
lot more complicated than just writing a
murder mystery story. 



Key Challenges

Art
We are hoping our game is going to be 3d, in
which case designing and sourcing the
character models will be a significant source of
challenge. Additionally we are planning to
make our own music which will be quite
challenging. And similarly to the other
categories, finding art and characters that fits
the entirety of the narrative tree will be a
daunting task. 

Tech
Tech challenges involve setting up a dialogue
system, puzzles, or other interactive elements.
Basically just using unity. Our group is pretty
well situated to tackle these challenges but they
will be challenges nonetheless! 



Target Audience

We are looking for people
who
enjoy humorous and heart-warming stories!
Want a sense of discovery and an exciting
narrative with relaxing gameplay!
want to interact with cute ghosts!



Potential Fonts


